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INTRODUCTION
The SUNShINE project has to deliver the following marketing tools targeting and facilitating the deep renovation
multifamily residential buildings (MFBs):

• The project brief for all project stakeholders with basic information on the project and website address;
• The leaflets and poster including information on energy performance contracting (EPC) for deep renovation of

MFBs, a description of the working principle of forfaiting and transparency principle for EPC;
• A short video explaining the philosophy of the SUNShINE and how market actors will benefit from building deep

renovation.
• Best practice example
• Application for associated partners
• A marketing plan in order to support and dovetail with the ESCOs marketing activities.
• A set of FAQs will be available on the website primarily for ESCOs to better inform their dialogue and the promotion

of EPC to customers. This will be an integral part of the marketing plan and based on the experience gained from
other WPs.

These materials are disseminated in all SUNShINE’s events and through various platforms (media, relevant associations,
municipalities).

This report provides an overview of the developed marketing tools, the full version of which is available on the project
webpage: www.sharex.lv.
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1. THE PROJECT BRIEF
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2. THE PROJECT LEAFLET
The project leaflet (A4 page both sided) was developed including a project summary, information on Energy Performance
Contracting for deep renovation of multi-family residential buildings, a short description of the Latvian Baltic Energy
Efficiency Facility and forfaiting and transparency principle for EPC. The full leaflet can be downloaded here:
http://sharex.lv/lv/sunshine-buklets
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3. THE PROJECT POSTER
A project poster has been printed on synthetic fabric and is used in all SUNShINE events
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4. THE PROJECT ANIMATION
This short animation explains the EPC concept and how market actors will benefit from deep renovations of multi-family
buildings. The animation aims at increasing the demand for deep renovations trough EPC. The animation will be able on
front page.

Few examples of the shooting:

Character in the staircase after renovation Changed windows and radiator in the apartment

The sketch of the ESCO worker The building after renovation
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5. BEST PRACTICES EXAMPLE
The SUNShINE webpage includes several best practice example of deep renovation using EPC. In this case studies is
possible to easily see the benefits (guaranteed comfort and savings, new facade, efficient heat substation, new pipes etc.)
of EPC for deep renovation of multifamily building. Available on the front page: www.sharex.lv
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6. ASSOCIATED PROJECT PARTNER
The application form was developed to attract and involve actively different stakeholders in SUNShINE activities. Available
at: http://sharex.lv/lv/sunshine-projekta-asocieta-partnera-pietekuma-anketa
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7. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Using the online platform SUNSHiNE collects questions regarding building renovation and energy
performance contracting. The most important and frequently asked questions are published with their answers
online at this link: http://sharex.lv/lv/resursi/jautajumi-un-atbildes

As example:

What is and energy performance contract?

What is an ESCO?

Is the EPC the same for every building?

Who pay for what using and EPC for building renovation?

Where is the profit of an ESCO?

What does a building owner gain from an energy performance contract?

Building renovation: what sort of measures are implemented?

What will I pay after I sign an energy performance contract?
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8. MARKETING AND COMMUNICATION PLAN
The marketing and communication plan is not public document, but an internal document used by SUNShINE for
marketing, capacity building and communication. The document is hereinafter enclosed.



COMMUNICATION STRATEGY
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1. THE GOAL

The goal of the communication plan is to raise awareness about our overall business goal - Save

your bUildiNg by SavINg Energy. We demonstrate the financial viability of deep renovation via

suitable financial engineering of public funds and private capitals.

The communication strategy aims at addressing the general problem of “perception” around

EPC and ESCOs, working as a clearinghouse between SUNShINE and key stakeholders. EPC

is in general a new concept in Latvia and often it is not fully understood. In most of the cases

several stockholders misunderstand EPC as a financial model/instrument and they miss the

important aspect of guarantee on energy savings. In other cases the complexity of the contract

gives the perception that the contract is not fully transparent or fair to residents. The task is

twofold: 1) it aims to foster the understanding among decision-makers in Latvia to get SUNShiNE

up and running smoothly; 2) in a second step it can target the same problems in neighboring

markets (PL, LT, EE) helping rollout of the proposed forfaiting scheme into neighboring markets.

As these issues need to be addressed with the highest sensitivity and political diplomacy, as

part of this task, public relation specialists will be involved to support SUNShINE in convincing

stockholders on the advantages of ECP and proposed solutions1.

Communication activities will spread project information amongst all relevant

stakeholders and engage them to provide input and express their interest level. This is an

important complementary and support activity to dissemination and exploitation. For this reason,

SUNShINE’s work plan includes a specific Work Package (WP8) on communications. Several

communication channels will be leveraged during the SUNShINE communication campaign. The

main target group for communication is the MFB owners/residents, who continually need to be

informed about energy efficiency and the possibilities and benefits of building renovation.

Specific activities are planned, such as study visit/tours, informative leaflets, radio & TV spots,

articles in local/municipals press and stands in municipal energy days for community

engagement. As part of communication, SUNShINE will organise a set of events at national and

EU levels for the identified stakeholders. SUNShINE will organise a wide European conference

to address the Energy service market at the European level. This conference will be organised

1 Sunshine proposal/grant agreement.
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in cooperation with well-established EU conferences (i.e. ESCO Europe). At the National level,

two main conferences are planned, a midterm conference and a final conference. The midterm

conference will be organised for the inauguration of the financial scheme and the final

conference will showcase a public presentation of the project results and achievements. All these

activities will be based on a Corporate SUNShINE identity (e.g. logo, colours) and published via

the project website. The website will also host the project platform, description of activities and

information (e.g. about project partners, project documents, completed deliverables, etc.) and

will be a communication channel for all project members. The webpage will be professional

designed and user friendly.

Involve strategic media partners and multipliers in communication activities. High visibility

media will be utilized to spread information about the renovation of MFBs using EPC to the

broader public and residents. This will be achieved utilizing tactics such as press releases (at

least 12), articles/presence in local/national media including municipal and national press radio

and TV and including at least 12 articles in different local/national press/internet portals, three

sets of radio broadcast/games, and participation on one national relevant TV broadcast. RTU

will publish at least one article in an international peer review journal. All project partners will

participate in third parties organized events with presentations (including a minimum of

participation in seven additional workshops/conferences in Latvia). The strategic partners, such

as relevant associations, local energy agencies, and in cooperation with any government activity

(i.e. Dzivo Siltak campaign) will cooperate on the dissemination activities ensuring higher

multiplication and distribution effect. (WP8, Task 8.3.)
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2. TARGET AUDIENCE

The communication happens on (at least) seven levels – European Union (EU) level,

country level, project or city level, block level, house, staircase and last but not least – resident

level. The resident is the ultimate target, so every communication effort in one way or another

has to trickle down to that level.

In order to create a resident-driven communication process, we must be consistently

listening to our market to identify and validate the key customer problems that Sunshine will

solve and measure how well our solution is solving those problems. This means that we have to

not only look for potential clients to communicate them our ideas, but to use existing clients and

possibly competitive losses (houses that are renovated successfully without EPC) as evaluators

to find out the current situation in the market and customer needs and expectations. We are

targeting evaluators and getting to their opinions through the research project “Renovation

European Union/
European Comission

Country

Project (city)

Block

House

Staircase

Resi
dent
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impact on climate change and energy efficiency habits of residents” implemented by two of the

partners ESEB and RTU, which will finish in early 2016.

Furthermore, in EPC model Existing Customers are still Service Users, so the quality of

their experience will have an impact on marketing and communication activities on all levels.

Their needs should be met and their word-of-mouth advertising actively and consciously used.

Sunshine marketing and communication activities will mainly address the first three bigger

levels – EU, Latvia and target cities, through these, as mentioned before, targeting the resident.

Other levels are the domain of specific Energy Service Companies (ESCO’s) and their marketing

activities2.

2 Marketing strategy for ESCO activities regarding the other levels will be in Deliverable 8.2.

Potencial clients
The group of potential
customers that haven’t
purchased our type of
product, but have tried

to solve the same
problems through

internal efforts

Existing clients
This group includes

customers that
recognized they had a

problem and
purchased our

solution to solve that
problem

Evaluators
This group includes both

our customers
(competitive wins) and

those customers that have
selected your competition

(competitive losses)
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3. CHANNELS

The proposed dissemination channels include: print materials, press, Internet platforms,

organization of workshops, training and seminars, ad-hoc meetings, and participation in external

conferences and events.

As internet is so widely used in Latvia (see Annex 1), it is going to be the main

dissemination tool, which will be combined with other channels in regard to specific messages

or events. So, national internet based strategy backed locally in the press for specific events

aimed at general population and with IR Nams as "paper anchors" for interested parties,

stakeholders and other journalists. Deliverables of SUNShINE are intended for markets uptake

and are therefore public and widely disseminated and available on the online platform.

3.1. SUNSHINE WEBPAGE

The website will also host the project platform, description of activities and information

(e.g. about project partners, project documents, completed deliverables, etc.) and will be a

communication channel for all project members. The website will have a professional and user

friendly design, compatible with smart-phones and tablets. Deliverables of SUNShINE are

intended for markets uptake and are therefore public and widely disseminated and available on

the online platform.

3.2. INFORMATION MATERIALS

Cardboard houses for children to play with, with the information about EPC, to be used in

events and conferences to make them family friendly, as wll as leaflets and posters.
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One to one
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3.3. REPRESENTATION IN EU

A final conference will be arranged in collaboration with the EASME to promote the outcomes of

the project and thereby contribute to the development of the European EPC market. The

conference may connect to a larger event, e.g. ESCO Europe conference or in Brussels in

conjunction with the European Sustainable Energy Week. This activity will be led by Ekodoma

and based on their past experience in similar events (e.g. Change Best project). SUNShINE will

also be presented in other EU countries, focusing on areas where the project has the highest

potential for replication. Partners from SUNShINE will participate in at least 10 relevant events

in other EU countries (i.e. Lithuania, Estonia, Poland, Romania, Bulgaria, etc.). (WP8, Task 8.6.)

On request of EASME or the European Commission, SUNShINE will participate in EU

dissemination activities or other requested activities, in particular developing synergies with

other relevant on-going IEE and H2020 projects. In addition, SUNShINE will take part in the

monitoring and evaluation exercise run by the Commission. Upon request, SUNShINE will

provide information for upload on the H2020 and Managenergy websites (WP8, Task 8.7.)

3.4. ORGANIZING THE CONFERENCES

Municipal events will be organized in at least seven Latvian municipalities for ESCOs, EPC

facilitators, policy makers, house maintenance companies and will be open to residents. At these

events ESCOs, EPC facilitators, and local policy makers will have an opportunity to promote the

renovation of MFB and understand how to start the process in practice. For instance, the benefits

of renovation and energy savings will be discussed and best practice examples shared. ESCOs

will receive feedback on how to improve their marketing strategies to better meet the needs of

their potential clients. (WP8, Task 8.5.)

3.5. COMMUNITY OUTREACH AND EVENTS

Five (1/2 day to one day) study tours will be organised for the elders/champions of MFBs

in Latvia featuring best practice projects implemented in Cesis, Sigulda, Valmiera and Riga.

Emphasis will be placed on communication with residents of renovated buildings in order to
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exchange experience and motivate new renovation projects. For each study tour,

representatives from at least 10 MFBs will be targeted. Furthermore, three study tours will be

organized to present best practices to selected representatives’ policy makers, investors and

potential ESCOs. The objective is to showcase best practice examples on the ground and in

operation. In these study tours stakeholders from neighbouring countries with high market

replication potential will be invited; the selection of these stakeholders will be agreed with, and

subject to the approval from, the EASME. These one day study tours will include between 8 and

12 participants. (WP8, Task 8.4.)

3.6. RADIO/TV

Three sets of radio broadcast/games, and participation on one national relevant TV broadcast.

3.7. TRADESHOWS

Maja Dzivoklis House Apartment is a 4 day event being held from 15th

October to the 18th October 2015 at the Kipsala International Exhibition

Centre in Riga, Latvia. This event showcases products like Designing,

building, object retention, Building and articles, basic materials, finishes, an

intermediate, Utilities, civil construction and road-building, Home for sale, Construction tools and

equipment, Heat, Plumbing, Ventilation and air conditioning, Cleaning, hygiene products,

protective equipment, Associations, institutions, chambers, publishers, associations, Real

estate, investment and financial services, Property security and alarm systems etc. in the

Building Construction, Hand, Machine & Garden Tools, Plant, Machinery & Equipment, Home

Furnishings & Home Textiles, Real Estate Agents industries.

Environment&Energy. International exhibition on energy generation and

conservation, to showcase the progress made, deliberate the potential

opportunities and challenges facing the industry and to create a roadmap for

sustainable growth and development. At the exhibition, central and local

government officials, industry specialists, as well as private owners, entrepreneurs and other
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interested persons will have an opportunity to get acquainted with the latest environmentally

friendly technologies and equipment. 15-18 Oct 2015

House I is a 4 day event being held from 10th March to the 13th March 2016

at the Kipsala International Exhibition Centre in Riga, Latvia. This event

showcases product from Building Construction, Home Furnishings & Home

Textiles, Business Services, Architecture & Designing, Real Estate Agents,

Household Consumables, Household Services industries.

Realty & Investment is a 4 day event being held from 13th October to the

16th October 2016 at the Kipsala International Exhibition Centre in Riga,

Latvia. This event showcases product from Building Construction, Home

Furnishings & Home Textiles, Architecture & Designing, Real Estate Agents,

Household Consumables, Household Services industries.

3.8. PUBLICATIONS

3.8.1. Regional newspapers

Specific, local reporting, targeted to the specific region. Newspapers such as - Salaspils Vēstis,

Rīgas Apriņķa avīze, laikraksts Zemgale and others. Regional newspapers chosen accordingly

to individual ESCO’s business goals and activity area.

Regional newspaper content should be - interviews with local ESCO’s or ESCO’s that are

coming in to renovate the city, advertisements about town or house meetings, update about

renovations happening in the city, information about the benefits of the service provided and

many more. If possible, the content in regional newspapers should be consistent and happen in

a longterm collaboration

3.8.2. Special magazines

IR nams. The helper and adviser in apartment maintenance. Magazine for people

who want to better maintain their apartment building and apartment.
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Lets do together! Darīsim kopā! A magazine about house maintenance and utility

services.

Ievas House. Ievas Māja. Practical advices for your house, garden and kitchen.

House. Māja. Practical read for all family with advice on how to make your home

and garden better.

Practical Latvian. Praktiskais Latvietis. Consultative weekly magazine. Answers

to reader questions and advices from economists, accountants, attorneys of law,

doctors and others.

3.9. ONLINE NEWS SITES

Possibilities - Delfi, TvNet, Apollo. We should collaborate on regular basis with one of them and

others will get the press releases etc.

One possibility is to offer, for example, Delfi that in their subsection “House&Garden” we have a

weekly blog about the renovation process - starting from the first contact with the house, till the

end of the renovation (preferably, even a few after). It could be about a few houses at the same

time in different parts of Latvia. This would be curated by ESEB as an NGO, who wants to inform

population about renovations as such. Also, it would be informal and would allow to mention

multiple involved parties, as well as would create a sense of nationwide progress - people in

these different parts of the country are doing the same things, tackling the issue together. Delfi

(or a different news site) is better than a local blog in website because it will attract way more

attention, but the blog should be eventually moved to the Platform. The blog entries could be

written by different involved parties, to give voice to all - construction worker or resident or ESCO

alike. (The blog should be in both Latvian and Russian.)
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3.10. SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS

Facebook, Draugiem.lv, One.lv - original content, created by Sunshine (no or minimal amount of

reposts or shares). Hashtag “#Sunshineiesaka”  or similar, where once a month Sunshine gives

their approval to something - construction company that uses green materials or does good deep

renovations, a good energy auditors, a house that has high energy efficiency etc.

Languages: Facebook – English and Latvian; Draugiem.lv – Latvian; One.lv – Russian.

Posting schedule - once a week, Tuesday mornings.

Target audience - residents

Twitter - both original content (Sunshine events, articles etc.) as well as ReTweets of other

stakeholders such as ESCO’s, ministries etc as well as happy residents that have renovated

their homes. Live-tweeting from relevant events (conferences, seminars etc.) Advertises

Facebook and other media content of Sunshine and other stakeholders.

Posting schedule - one or max two messages a day (RT or new message). Involved

presence - answering questions, chatting with other accounts.

Target audience - journalists (through them we target other audiences)

LinkedIn – press releases and similar updates to Facebook etc.,

Posting schedule – once a month.

Targed audience – businesses, entrepreneurs, possible employees.

3.10.1. What to say ---- how to say it ---- who has to
say it

Sunshine social media personality - quite serious, but energetic. There will be a specific person

behind the social media accounts, whose name and picture should be on the webpage.
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There are messages that should be written by other stakeholders as they are opinion leaders

and then retweeted by the Sunshine project account. Everyone in the project has to be
actively involved - sharing the messages etc.
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4. STAKEHOLDER MAPPING

Vertically – Influence on policy and resources. Horizontally – Interest (low-high).

Current service (EPC) users and potential customers (residents/owners of multifamily buildings)

are the eventual target for most communication activities, as they have high influence in decision

making process regarding EPC. Nevertheless, here they are not considered as main

stakeholders because the Sunshine communication activities work on a bigger scale – EU,

country, city/project, and Sunshine does not aim to work one-on-one with residents. As

mentioned before, communication specifics regarding residents will be discussed more in

Marketing Tool which will be developed in Sunshine project.

Keep satisfied (high influence, low
interest)
•Ministries and government agencies
•National media
•Investors and commercial banks
•Energy companies
•Insurance
•Etnitites related to renovations (pensioneer
federation etc.

Key players (high influence, high
interest)
•Major funders (EBRD, LGA)
•Local media
•Local authorities (municipalities, VARAM, Ministry of
Economics)

•House Maintenance company
•Staff

Monitor (low influence, low interest)
•Wide general public
•Associations related with building renovation
•Standartization bodies
•NGO's

Keep informed (low influence,
high interest)
•Other EC/EU/EPC projects
•Local community
•Local energy agencies
•Existing ESCO's
•EPC market facilitators
•Other EC projects (such as EnPC-INTRANS)
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Power/interest
group

Stakeholder group Dissemination and
exploitation level

Key players
(key actors)

 Major funders (EBRD,
LGA)

 Local media
 Local authorities

(municipalities, VARAM,
Ministry of Economics)

 House Maintenance
company

 Staff

 Involved in governance
 Involved in decision making
 Engaged and consulted

regularly

Keep satisfied
(meet their needs)

 Ministries and
government agencies

 National media
 Investors and

commercial banks
 Energy companies
 Insurance
 Etnitites related to

renovations (pensioneer
federation etc.

 Engaged and consulted on
interest area

 Engaged to increase level of
interest

 Aim to turn them in key
actors

Keep informed
(show consideration)

 Other EC/EU/EPC
projects

 Local community
 Local energy agencies
 Existing ESCO's
 EPC market facilitators
 Other EC projects (such

as EnPC-INTRANS)

 Make use of interest
through involvement in
lower risk areas

 Keep informed and
consulted on interest area

 Involved as goodwill
ambassador

 Involved as potential
supporters

 Increase the level of power
of ESCOs and ESCO
association by growing the
market

Monitor  Wide general public
 Associations related with

building renovation
 Standartization bodies
 NGO's

 Aim to move them to show
consideration

 Mainly reached by general
communication activities
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5. MARKETING AND COMMUNICATION MESSAGES

Audience What they need to
know Key communications messages

Service users

- What we offer them

- How to access our

services

- Where to go for advice

- We provide useful, practical information and

support

- We are trustworthy and reliable

- We put services users first and value their

opinions

Local MP or

councillors

- What we want to see

changed in policy terms

- Our strong evidence base

and supporter base

- We have a strong evidence base and our calls

are grounded in robust evidence

- We have a good knowledge of the policy

environment

- We are a well-respected, authoritative

organisation

- We offer mediation and conflict resolution

(legal and other)

Supporters

- We have the ability to

make change if they help

us

- We need you to support our campaign.
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6. MONITORING AND MEASURING

We are interested in consumption metrics: How many people viewed, downloaded, or listened

to this piece of content? And sharing metrics: How resonant is this content, and how often is it

shared with others?

Goals in the Sunshine project proposal:

Webpage visits - 4000 (18 months), 12000 (36 months)

Residents reached by media - 60 000 (18 months) 120 000 (36 months)

At least 200 stakeholders involved in business facilitation seminars. D8.3 reports of

meetings.

At least 400 stakeholders reached at EU levels. Participation in 10 EU conferences (D8.5). Final

EU conference D8.6

Additional measures - (1) how many stakeholders retweet/share; (2) general population likes

and retweets/shares; (3) ESCO or energy service company or similar term dissemination in the

media (keyword search etc.)
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ANNEX 1

Media consumption in Europe

Internet penetration in Europe has been on a steady incline - in year 2005 46% of population

used internet,  in year 2010 67%3 and  in second quartile of 2014 reached 70,5%4.

Europeans spend a lot of time consuming media with second most popular being online with

14.8 hours5 a week. Online consumption has experienced moderate growth (approx.10%) since

2010, while radio consumption has stayed the same. Also, europeans still spend 4.6 hours a

week to consume newspapers, but their popularity has been on a steady decline.

While internet consumption could seem very age-biased, 36% of adults in Europe aged 55+

access the internet daily and spend 10.4 hours a week online. 70% of those adults aged 55+

that use the internet, are online during TV prime time, 40% of adults 55+ go online while they

watch TV, 79% use email daily, 37% use social networks daily, 84% have made purchases

online, 58% of adults 55+ own an internet enabled mobile6. 77% of 55+ internet users read news

online, 34% watch TV online, 31% listen to radio online7.

So, in the whole Europe the internet use is on the incline and from a thing that is interesting only

to the younger generation, it has become a ageless phenomena and includes all of the age

groups.

3 Statistics, International Telecommunication Union official website. Available:http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-
D/Statistics/Documents/statistics/2014/Individuals_Internet_2000-2013.xls

4 World internet penetration rates by geographic region. Available at:http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm

5 IAB Europe Mediascope Europe,  European Consumers - Myths or Reality Bulletin, 2013. (p.10) Available
at:http://www.iabeurope.eu/files/7013/7302/6480/IAB_Europe_Mediascope_Europe_European_Consumers_-
_Myths_or_Reality_Bulletin_June_2013.pdf

6 IAB Europe Mediascope Europe,  European Consumers - Myths or Reality Bulletin, 2013. (p.20) Available
at:http://www.iabeurope.eu/files/7013/7302/6480/IAB_Europe_Mediascope_Europe_European_Consumers_-
_Myths_or_Reality_Bulletin_June_2013.pdf

7 Same place, (p.21)
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Media consumption in Latvia

Internet penetration in Latvia, in second quartile of 2014 was 75,2%, which is higer than the

European average, with 1,628,854 people in Latvia using the internet in 2014.

According to TNS study of internet use in Latvia in 2012.-2013.,  67.5% of all respondents had

used internet at least once in the last seven days. Almost everyone uses internet in the age

group 15-39. From respondents that are 40-49 years old, 69-73% had used internet at least once

in the last seven days and from those aged 50-59 still more than half had used internet at least

once in the last seven days. The most significant difference is regarding the respondents that

are 60 or older, as only one fourth had used internet in the last seven days.

Internet use in the last 7 days (%)8 (year 2012.-2013) by age

Internet is marginally more used in Riga, but other cities are not far behind. In the country side

still more than half of the respondents had used internet in the last seven days.

8 TNS / TNS Latvia Digital, Pavasaris 2012 - 2013. Available at:
http://www.tns.lv/wwwtnslv_resources/images/Mediju_petijumu_gadagramata/2013-2014/08_Internets.pdf
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Internet use in the last 7 days (%) (year 2012.-2013) by place of residence

According to the same TNS research, such differences as gender or ethnicity have a very little

influence over the frequency of internet use - in year 2013, 69% men and 66% women had used

the internet at least once in the last seven days, while the difference in internet use from ethnicity

perspective showed that 70% of Latvians had used the internet in the last seven days, with other

ethnicities using the internet a little less - 63%. To put the numbers in perspective, it is important

to remember that Latvia’s population of other ethnicitys is overall older and tends to be in a worse

socioeconomic situation, which affects their internet use.

Internet is most often used to read the news, search for something in a search engine, to go to

social networking sites (Facebook.com etc.) and to e-mail. A lot of people also watch different

videos, check the weather news, use different platforms to chat, look for new things in

advertisment sites (ss.lv etc.) and also use the internet to study and learn new things.
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Top ten of the goals of internet use  (%) (year 2012.-2013)

The most popular webpages in Latvia in the spring of 2014 were Google.com, Inbox,

Draugiem.lv, youtube.com, Delfi (both latvian and russian), TVNET (both latvian and russian),

Facebook.com, ss.lv, gmail.com, apollo.lv and odnoklassniki.ru. This corresponds with

aforementioned goals of internet use - search engines, social networks/e-maile webpages and

news.

Latvia’s population chooses to use local news webpages and local social networks and e-mail

providers, so the data that is publicly available in international statistic sites does not represent

the real social network use - for example, WeAreSocial, takes into account only Facebook,

Vkontakte and some estimations from US census bureau, but not local social networks, so they
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conclude that social network penetration in Latvia is 23%9, but that does not represent all of the

online social networks that people in Latvia use. As can be seen in the next table, Draugiem.lv

is much more popular than facbook.com or vkontakte.ru. Furthermore, odnoklassniki.ru is more

popular than vkontakte.ru as well (both sites have a very similar average user profile). In addition,

the percentage of total internet users show that only draugiem.lv is daily used by 25,3% of

internet users. Previous table “Top ten of the goals of internet use”demonstrates that in year

2013 on average 53% of internet users in Latvia used social networking sites and the amount

had increase by 2% from previous year.

The top 20 webpages according to mean auditory in Latvia, the spring of 2014 (all residents of

Latvia aged 6 and older).

9 Social, Digital & Mobile in Europe, 2014. (p.48) Available at:http://www.slideshare.net/wearesocialsg/social-
digital-mobile-in-europe?related=1
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The most popular local news sites are Delfi and TvNet, with Apollo being the third, which are

read at least daily by a significant part of the population - 22,7% uses Delfi and 17.2% use TvNet

and 12% read Apollo.


